Ethology and pharmacology of hypothalamic aggression in the rat.
Stimulation of a restricted area of the rat's hypothalamus elicits unprovoked violent attacks of a species-specific and strain-specific nature. Serotonergic drugs affecting 5HT1 receptors, propranolol, the 5HT re-uptake inhibitor fluvoxamine, and the anxiolytic oxazepam, inhibit hypothalamic attack selectively. However, hypothalamic attack is extremely unsensitive for many drugs that do affect attack provoked by natural stimuli. The pharmacology, the form, the impulsive nature, the absence of preliminaries, the insensitivity for contexts and ultimate aims of aggressive behaviour, suggest that a mechanism with the limited function of damaging adversaries of any kind is activated in the hypothalamus. This hypothalamic attack release mechanism (harm) requires specific sensory input for the expression of specific motor components, such as biting and kicking. The back and dorsal part of the opponent's head are the important attack releasing and directing stimuli. Attacks of this nature are part of the "aggressive" repertoire of the rat in natural settings. "Lateral" or "sideways" postures, specific for intermale fighting cannot be induced by hypothalamic stimulation. Drug, lesion, and stimulation studies suggest that attack and "sideways" postures are under the control of different central mechanisms. These results suggest new ways to describe the patterning of aggressive behaviour. There are interesting ethopharmacological similarities between hypothalamic responses and obsessive compulsive disorders (OCD) in man. It is suggested that further study of the ethopharmacology of hypothalamic responses may shed light on the pathophysiology of impulsive behavioural symptoms which in man seem to be beyond the control of appraisal or context.